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Social Amnesia will allow you to selectively purge old posts and comments from your Twitter and Reddit accounts. Social Amnesia Settings Developer Studio: Clockmonk Social Amnesia Version: 1.0.0 Social Amnesia Category: Twitter/Reddit purge Social Amnesia
Compatibility: Windows, macOS and Linux Social Amnesia Price: Free Social Amnesia Requirements: Internet connection Social Amnesia FreeDownload: Social Amnesia FreeDownload Social Amnesia Features: Work with Twitter and Reddit accounts. Supports
"Delete old posts and comments" function. Supports "Choose the period" function. Supports "Automation" function. Main page/interface: Screenshot: Social Amnesia - Screenshot Social Amnesia Download: Social Amnesia Download Social Amnesia Links: Social
Amnesia Links Social Amnesia - More Information: Social Amnesia - More Information Social Amnesia - Screenshots: Social Amnesia - Screenshots 3.0 2017-10-30 Today we would like to introduce you to VACUUM. This is a simple and clean application that allows
you to clean up or clear various data from your phone, such as cookies, SMS, call log and more. More Info: An app that allows you to clean up your Android phone. It works by finding files in the APK package and then deleting them. It will also clear data from some
applications (SMS, call log, cookies, etc.). Once the cleanup is finished, your phone will be cleaner, more organized, and in a faster and more responsive state. The main window is the main screen of the app and in it, you can use the search function. The left column
contains shortcuts to applications. By clicking on them, you will get a list of all the applications installed on your Android phone. The right column is dedicated to the application that you are going to remove the data. You can do this by selecting the application from the
list on the left. After you have selected an application, the application list on the left will be updated. Now you are ready to select the data that you want to clean up. The options available in the
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An app that will remove all Twitter comments and Reddit posts older than a specific date. The app will store and organize tweets by #Hashtag. You can view your saved tweets and comments in the app's dashboard. KeyMacro helps you keep your content organized by
#Hashtag. Any Tweet that has a specific #Hashtag will be listed by that #Hashtag. You can download your tweets by #Hashtag to get a clean organization and be able to re-read your older posts. Latest Version: 2.0.0 Requires: Twitter API v1.1 and Reddit API v1.0 Size:
6.95 MB Download Link: KeyMacro KeyMacro Download Page: KeyMacro Review KeyMacro Download Page Screenshot: KeyMacro YouTube Video Review KeyMacro Download Page Screenshot: KeyMacro More Features KeyMacro Play Store Rating: KeyMacro
Play Store Review: KeyMacro App Discussion AppTime is an Android app that can be used to track and manage your phone's battery life. As its name states, this app allows you to view the battery status of your Android device, as well as your device's data usage. The
app was developed by iSuppli, a company that was founded in 1981 and is one of the leading providers of product performance data to the technology sector. The app comes with a simple and easy-to-understand user interface. There are few different tabs at the bottom of
the screen, including the app's settings (where you can turn on/off various notification messages that appear on the screen, as well as adjust the app's themes), battery stats (this is where you'll be able to view the battery status of your Android device), as well as app data
usage (where you can view all the data that the app is using). The app does not store any personal data and does not ask for any permissions - this is a good thing since it means that the app can be used on all sorts of devices. What this app lacks in terms of functionality, it
more than makes up for in terms of being super easy to use. As I mentioned earlier, there are few tabs at the bottom of the screen, but you'll see three buttons there, which do nothing other than switch the interface between three different themes. The app can also be
customized, allowing you to not only change the theme but also the font size. The app allows 77a5ca646e
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Social Amnesia is an app that lets you keep your Twitter and Reddit posts and comments online, only for you to delete them whenever you want. In other words, it is a private way of deleting content that has been posted to Twitter or Reddit. #SocialAmnesia #jellyfin
#jellyfin_social #mobile_app #jellyfin_mobile #jellyfin_app #mobile_apps #social_apps #social_app #download_apps #jellyfin_apps #appdownload #app #android #apps #applications Social Amnesia is a tool that lets you keep your Twitter and Reddit posts and
comments online, only for you to delete them whenever you want. In other words, it is a private way of deleting content that has been posted to Twitter or Reddit. Features: It allows you to delete old posts that are no longer relevant for you, or that maybe represent a
different person than you are now. The best part is that the posts are stored on your PC and you can view them at any time. This tool also offers the possibility of keeping recent tweets and comments. However, this feature is not accessible at the moment, and you can opt
to manually save important content if you want to. To get the app to do its magic, it is enough to open the app, either through the Play Store or by downloading it directly from the developer's website. More than that, you can set the period of time you want the app to keep
tweets/posts, as well as the limit of the amount of tweets/posts you want to keep. To start off with, Social Amnesia only works on Twitter and Reddit. Unfortunately, we don't know what the future will bring - if the developer has plans to add other popular social media
platforms or not. In terms of its functionality, the app is fairly good. It is a solid utility and it certainly has a lot of room for improvements. Nevertheless, it is a good idea to know that it is not the best utility out there. Rating: 4.0 out of 5 Download Social Amnesia You can
find Social Amnesia in the Google Play Store. If you want to download it, you can do so by clicking the button below: SUBSCRIBE TO US ON YOUTUBE: SUBSCRIBE TO OUR CHANNEL:
What's New In?

Social Amnesia is a free utility that allows you to purge old content from your Twitter and Reddit accounts. The main concept behind the application is simple: Social Amnesia allows you to erase recent content that can no longer be of use for various reasons (networks
change their rules, applications move away from this specific functionality, you simply become a different person for one reason or another). Ok, it works on Twitter and Reddit. That's all? The idea behind the app is definitely a good one, as we all know that on social
media almost everything is logged and even ancient content can be accessed with a bit of work. In its current iteration, Social Amnesia only works on Twitter and Reddit. Unfortunately, we don't know what the future will bring - if the developer has plans to add other
popular social media platforms or not. How good of an app is Social Amnesia really? To start off with, it's worth noting that this is a utility designed with web technologies and it's Electron-based. This means that it's not the most lightweight app out there, however, on the
upside, it does work on all major platforms out there - Windows, macOS, and Linux. It's now time to talk about "the elephant in the room," the app's GUI. While clearly not the greatest GUI out there, it gets the job done. It's actually quite good that the app can be
minimized to the Notification area (on the right side of the Taskbar). A few IMPORTANT aspects you should also know The application lets you keep recent important content if you want to, and it can even be automated. However, please keep in mind that you'll have to
be certain what exactly you want to delete. In short, if no settings are activated, the app will purge everything (all posts, all comments, everything) from your Twitter or Reddit accounts. You can make sure that this does not happen by saving recent posts that are important,
as well as by specifying exactly from what period you want the app to remove content. Taking everything into account, Social Amnesia is by no means a perfect application. It still has a lot of room for improvements, both in terms of functionality (no feedback when the
deletion process is completed) as well as its looks (the GUI in particular), but the bottom line is - if you want to purge old content from Twitter and Reddit, then this app probably offers the easiest way of doing so. I don't want to live in my past So, you're probably
wondering why I'm talking about such an application now. Well, it's because I&
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System Requirements For Social Amnesia:

Windows Mac OS X SteamOS Steam Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 2.66GHz or AMD Athlon X2 4450 2.80GHz or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT or ATI Radeon X1950 Pro DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 7.2 GB available space Additional Notes: At this time, there
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